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3.1 INTRODUCTION
Writing skill, as you know, art: anlong tlie basic lzuiglrage skills. But of the tbur language
skills. writing is tlic niost difficult. It can be said that \\-ritingis notliirig but putting do\\-11
signs and synibols on paper to represent tlic sounds that we speak. But. as a ~iiatterof
fact, this is just tlie first stage in the process of \\-riting. A number of si~bskillsare
invdlved in the skill of \\lriting. The learner lias to acquire ccrtain mecl1anic;il abilities
likcfornii~igtlic lcttcrs ofthc alphabct correctl!.. Writing words arid sc~~tcl~ccs
ncatl!.
and legibly leaving space bct\\ecn ivords. ctc.. \\;ritingin straight lilies oircl-tlic ;ndicatcd
space, using p~~~icruatio~i
~iiarksand so on. But tliis is not all. All this Ilia! be tcrmcd as
niwliarlics of writing. Effective \vri ting dcmand niuch more than tli is. .\tier acquiring
the above nic~itioncdnicchanical abilities. a \\;ritcralso has to think and plan mcntall~~
wliat s h e is going to say and hour best slhc can sa!. it.
Writins? like speaking, is also a niedium of comniunication. Writi~~g,
ho\\-c\lcr.is ri
moqc ditticult escrcisc than speaking. In speaking. the listener is prcscnt bcfbrc us
and!thus: we can obscr\ie Iiisllicr reaction and modif!, our spcccli accordingl~..But in
\\-riting, since tlie render is not present bctbre 11s.tlicrc is no instant interaction and
tkedback. and thus we arc not in a positio~ito clarif!. our idcus bc!.ond \\-lint\ye ha\c
wribtcn. Further. in writing we have to pay grcatcr attention to coastructiny
grahlmatically correct and meaningfi~lsentences and to organisiny and presenting
our i d e , ~in a scqucntial. logical and cohcrcnt manner. 1-hcn onl! \\.ill \\.c bc :iblc to
csprcss oursel\cs c l ~ ~ r l prcciscl!
!.~
and csplicitl! tlirougli our \\-riting.
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In vie\\ of tlic above col~sidcrations.teaching of nriting skills calls for m~irhcare and
attctntion on the pait of the teacher: Illore so from the teacl~crof llic l~l.imar:,classes.
as it is there that tlic fot~~idatio~i
for ctiecti\.c nriti~igskill is laid.

!
,-~

In this unit, therefore, we have discussed ways and means by which you will be able
to help your pupils develop the desired skills to communicate effectively through the
various forms of written expression.
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3.2 OBJECTIVES
After going through t h ~ unit,
s
you will be able to:
a

write neatly, legibly and correctly the words, phrases and sentences;

a

write grammatically correct sentences;

a

write simple descriptive sentences, compositions, informal letters and dialogues;
use appropriate words and phrases to express their ideas accurately; and

a

express in writing their tl~oughtslogically, clearly and precisely.

f
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3.3 WRITING READINESS
Like reading, the skill of writing also requires acquiring certain experiences and some
competencies by the learner to enable hirnlher to be "ready" for writing. By being
"ready" what is meant is that before starting on formal writing, the learners have
developed the following abilities/skills:
i)

eye-hand coordination.

ii)

finger muscle coordination and control,

iii) visual discrimination (letter perception), i.e., competence to differentiate between
different shapes and forms, and
iv) directionality-habit of writing from left to right.
When the child is'mature and ready for writing, he can be given certain specific
experiences like drawing, painting, clay-modelling, cutting and pasting for collage
etc., in addition to activities like threading beads or stringing leaves together. This
sllould be followed by the making of various shapes i s . , circles, half-circles, strokes,
slanting strokes, connected strokes and so on. All such activities will promote finer
muscular control and eye-hand coordination leading to writing readiness.
These activities may be followed by such fbn activities as joining dots, tracing shapes,
copying different forms, colouring enclosed spaces, pattern making and writing within
an indicated space.
In a classroon~,children are making circles, half circles and strokes and also colouring
enclosed spaces, etc.
Initially chalk and crayons should be used for these activities. Pencils are difficult to
control and should be the last material children learn to hold.

1i
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GI, ,:ii belo\\ arc so~iicinconlpletc statcriients. 1.inder c a c l ~stritema;t tlirce
arc SIIell. Onc of then1 c:)mplctcs thc statcmc~itmcst al>proprirrrel?.
Clic.-jsc the most appropriate sentencc ~ i n dencircltr the alphabet (a). (b) or(2) ;11 C I ~at^ tlle beginning of encll of these sentences.
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\Liriting is one oftlic la~igliageskills. that IIII~OIYCS
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cqual to the n.a!? of spinking.
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utting down on paper, signs and symbols to
that we use in speaking. and

I

c) the saillc procedure like reading skills.
11) Speaking is rclativel~.easier than writing a language, because . . ... . . .

1

a)

1~

I

da! to da! Ilfc. 2nd

speakrng 1s easy to learn

iii) Writing il1volves thinking in a way of ...... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . .. . . ... . .. . . .. . . . ... ...

I
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speak~ngappcars earlier than wrltlng:

b) uhat we speak. we do not write it
c)

. ...

a)

fixing a particular time to \?.rite

b)

determining the style of ~ \ ~ r ~ t ~ ~ i g

c) plann~ngmentall! \\hat n e are golng to express
,

ir) While ns write. \vc tliillk of writing something scqi~cntinll~
bccatlsc . , .
n) n e usually nrltc for a reader ~ 1 1 o~n another person

writing scquentlall~appears good

I

b)

I

c ) ~trcquires more pages to \\rite.

i
I
I
I
I

3.4 ACTIVITIES FOR DEVELOPING WRITING SKILLS
It hks already been mentioned that in helping students learn to write: we need to
assist them to develop certain subskills. There are several activities and games that
we help in this regard especially in the early stages. In order to develop writing skills
amqng your students you will have to adopt certain teaching learning strategies. These
strategies are being presented here in the form of a fa* activities which could be
praaticed directly o; by developing a few suppleinentary activities on your own. But
thesle activities should be essentially enjoyable so that more interest can be generated.
3.4.11 Leaning to Write Letters

As /liscussed earlier, in the developnlent of writing skills, the primary stage goes
basibally through two phases:
i)

Development of ability and skill in the mechanical aspects of writing such as in:
a) Form and appearance

'I c)

Spelling; &d

Id) Punctuation (and in language like English cal~italizationalso)

ii)

Developmeilt of skills to communicate in writing according to the need of the
situation in grammatically correct language and in an explicit, coherent and logical
manner.

Oncle the learner has been helped to get ready for writing, your next task is to help
himl;l~eracquire the above mentioned mechanical abilities in writing.
Supbose, yo11 have to develop in them the following competence as listed in the
Mininlunl Level of Learning (MLL) statement for language for Class I.

a) Copy vowelsr consonants: matras, conjunct letters,

Develop~~~e~~t
ot' \Vriting skill

b) Writing (from dictation) consonants, vowels, nlatras and conjui~ctletters, and
c ) Write simple familiar words and sinlple sentences.
It is assun~edthat during the stage of writing readilless, learners have been given
enough practice in lnalung of various sllapes i.e. circles, ha1f-circles, strokes (horizontal,
vertical, slanting and connected), etc.
In case the pupils have not gone tl~roughthe stage of writing readiness (children who
have not received preschool education), train the111 to master the different strokes
mentioned above as all letter figures are co~llbinationsof such strokes.

i.

d-

Now malyse the alphabets of the language being taught by you (LI) in ternls of
shape, simplicity and coillplesity and on that basis develop ail order of teaching them.
After you have decided the teaching order, give a denlollstration on the blackboard
showing them how the letter is forn~ed.For this you may adopt the followiilg strategy:
Stage 1
a) Draw lines on the board, then write the letter (say "11") large enough for everyone
to see.
b) Tell the leanlers the sound for the letter and give some words in which the letter
comes and ask tlleill to repeat the name and soul~dof the letter.
c ) Show how to form the letter. Write it two or three tinles and describe the direction
this way: look, it starts here, then down, back up again, then round and do\vn.
See that it stands 011 the line.
d) The learners copy the letter in their i~otebooks.Ask them to write it several
times (separately) along the line froill left to right. Move arouuld the class checking
their work quickl~~.
Initially studcnts nlay be asked to draw the letter in the air.
This will help them to feel the shape of the letter.

Fig. 3.1: The teacher is showing how to form L on the blackboard. Students nre also
t l y i ~ ~tog copy it ill their notebooks and some children nre drawing the
letter h the air.
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e ) Insist on regular transcription work-transcription on a model with bold lines
first and dotted lines next. Which part of the letter should be confined to the
middle line, which should go up and which should come down-check these
aspects carefully.
f)

Help them learn to form other letters, proceeding from the simple to complex
formations.

Stqge 2
On@ethe learners have learnt the formation of vowels and consonants, give them
praictice of joining one letter to the other or writing the conjunct letters and the matras
(vohel symbols). It can be done in the same way as individual letters.
Draw the joined letters, coniunct letters and the letters wit11 the matras several times
and describe the shape by demonstrating the formation movements. Ask the learners
to eopy several times, you should move round the class for checking.

After the learners have acquired enough practice in writing consonants, vowels: matras
and conjunct letters, you can now proceed to the writing of words. Progressively
indreasing the level of difficulty. The simplest and most controlled form of piactice is
copying, as copying is a useful exercise where the focus is entirely on writing the
wqrds and producing words of their own.
Tephniques like the following can make the task of copying interesting and challeqgng:
Write a word on the board or show it on a flash card.
Spell the words.
Ask the students to write the word from menlory.
Go round the class quickly and check, making sure that the students have joined
the letters together.
Repeat the procedure with other words, and

As a cross check, ask the individual student to come and write the word on the
blackboard.
In this way the learners will have to think what they are writing and they will have to
think of the word as a whole and not just as a series of letters.
Another way to make copying more interesting is to write the names of fruits and
vegetables, animals and birds on the blackboard and ask the students to write them
under separate heads as shown below:

Grape, Orange,

Fruits

Vegetables

Orange

Potato

Carrot, Potato,

, Brinjal, Tomato,
Banana, Cabbage,
Mango, Pea.

-

d

Cow, Parrot,
Buffalo, Goat, Sparrow, Pigeon,

Hen, Elephant.
36

Animals

Birds

Cow

Parrot

L

L

Stage 4
In order to evaluate the pupils' learning you may make use of dictation. Initially give
dictation of words with simple letters. Then with matras and then words with-conjunct
letters. At a later stage sentences can be introduced where emphasis is being given
to spacing as well as to the uniform size of the letters.
3.4.2 Developing a Neat and Legible Handwriting

Handwriting is the principal tool of written expression. As such it is obvious that for
adequate communication the handwriting used must be legible.

?

'

(

Handwriting is formed in school life. You should, therefore, be particular about the
handwriting of your students.
To develop a neat and legible handwriting, first of all you should give attention to the
way they sit, hold pencil or pen and keep the paper/notebook on- which they have to
write. A good posture, correct holding of the pencil or pen and free and rhythmical
arm and hand n~ovementscontribute significantly to a good handwriting.
Apart from the above, You should advise your students to keep in mind the following
aspects:
i)

Correct formation of letters,

ii) Unifonn and adequate spacing between letters and words, and
iii) Uniform slant of all letters.
As with any other aspect of teaching. the teaching of handwriting is most effective
towards handwriting.
when both the teacher and the students have a favourable attit~~de
You as a teacher can help instil this attitude in your students by making certain that
you form letters correctly and neatly, by holding the pen, peilcil or chalk correctly, by
and rhythmically and by being in a good posture.
writing sn~ootl~ly
In addition to this, the following suggestions may also be helpful:

>
I

i)

Provide practice frequently but for short durations,

ii)

Insist on neatness in writing. Proper margins, centering of headings, proper use
of erasers should be eniphasised,

iii) Children should learn to evaluate their own performance,

iv) Samples of children~swriting should be collected at intervals for analysis of their
errors by the other students and by the teacllers, and
v) Constant attenti011 to all details by you is necessary for forming the habit of neat
handwriting.

3.4.3 Mechanical Elements of Writing
You have to be careful about the illechanical elements of writing. There is no specific
way to teach the mechanical elenlents of writing. There are a few essential principles
which your students must remember. Mechanical elements of writing could be
categorised into various parts and some of them are being disc~~ssed
below:
i)

punctuation;

ii) capitalization and titles; and
iii) abbreviations and numbers.
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i)

Punctuation

Punctuation items are such marks as the comma, the full-stop, the apostrophe, hyphens,
quotation marks, the question mark, the colon, the semi-colon. parantl~eses.and the
dash, etc. Writing grammatical sentences makes no sense, unless your students know
where to put a question mark or a colon or a semi-colon. Some exercises are given
belo* to help you teach such marks to the primary grades.
Activity 1

Below are some of the punctuation n l h . Ask your students to speak orally while
makit~gthese marks in their copies.
a ) gull stop

(.)

b) Comma
I

C) Ibterrogation mark
I

d) hxclamation mark
e) Colon
f)

(:)

Semi-colon

(3

g) parentheses

(0)

h) Dash

(-)

i)

Quotation marks (quotes and em quotes

j)

qyphen

("

'7

(-1

k) Apostrophe as in

(Ram 's)

Activity 2

Explaii~to the students in a tabular form (as given below) where to put the follo\~~ing
marks. For example Punctuation

Where to put

Example

1) Fbll stop

At the end of an assertive
sentence or to write an
abbreviation.

Hari
Road-Rd.
Mister-Mr.

To separate a series of
words in the same
constructon.

He writes essay neatly,
quickly and correctly.

3)

Iiiterrogation mark

At the end of a sentence
in which some question
has asked.

Is he coming'?

4)

Exclamation mark

At the end of a statement
showing exclanlation.

What a beautiful place!

Activiky 3

Students of upper priillary level call be asked to rewrite the following paragraph by
puttin8 punctuation marks in the appropriate places. .
Mohan come here shouted the class teacher inside the class room Mohan
could \suddenly guess why he is called by the class teacher He stood up and
went
the teacher Why did not you come to school yesterday asked the
38
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teacher I was ill Sir replied Mohan Why are you lying teacher shouted again
Your mother had rung me up and asked whether you were in school or not
As I could not find you in the school I replied accordingly to your mother
class teacher added I'm sorry sir I promise not to do so in the near future
Mohan apologised It's all right You can go now class teacher said
ii) Capitalization and Titles
Students should be taught where to capitalize a letter or a letter of a word and how to
write titles. You will experience your students' progress, if you can conduct the followh~g
activities in an effective way.
Activity 4

Ask students to write down each sentence at least once in the space given to the right
side of the sentence.

6

The old-man is walking.

.............................................................................

1 am writing with a pencil.

.............................................................................

Shyam gave a book to Madhu. .............................................................................
Activity 5
Ask students to rewrite the followiilg paragraph with capitalization and title in the
appropriate place.
"hey-binu! where are you going?" asked raju." I am just going down to the
market:' binu said. "what for?" raju questioned. "1 need an exercise copy
for mathematics:' binu replied. "come with me to my house. I would give you
a new one:' rnju said.
Clue: Raju and Binu are the nanies of two persons.
Activity 6
Ask your students to put a cross inside the boxes given against each statement where
capitalization is required.

.

a) The first letter in a sentence.

5

!

b) The first letter .of any proper noim.
c) The first letter of some important words.

( ..................

d) If any title is written, the first lt%er of the ti,tle.

( ..................)

1

iii) Abbreviations and Numbers
Stude~~ts
should be made aware of certain abbrcviations or short fonns of some
words which arc frequently used in writing. This is done since writing the full form of
the word may take more space and time. Also, the abbreviation may be convenie~~t
to
write. Here are some activities in this connection.
Activity 7

Ask ypur s ~ ~ ~ d to
e ~rewrite
l t s (and repeat orally) the following abbreviations:
~ e ~ a k l n e n- t Deptt.
Exanlple

-

My friend Mohan is doing B.Ed. fro111 the Deptt. of Education,
Roorkee University.

Deputy

-

Dy.

Development of wrltu~gski11

D - ' e l o ~ ~ t ~ eof~ ~ t

Skills

Example
District

-

Mister

-

Example

-

Exam#e

Mr. Ram is working as Dy. Registrar in a university.
Distt.
My home town is in Distt. Gulbarga of Karnataka.
Mr
Mr. Ashok is Mohan's father.

Remember, students should not be encouraged to use the short fonn of the words
(abbreviations) frequently. Rather they should be encouraged to use abbreviations iin
some specific cases such as writing something within a limited space or within a
limit~dtime.
If a question is asked "How many people died in the road mishap'?" Some young
studqnts may write "50 people died in the nlishap." Thls type of answer may not be
applicable everywhere. It is definitely not done to start a sentence with numerals.
AnyQne starting a sentence with numerals should be asked to write starting the
sentence with words. Example: "Fifty people died in the mishap".
3.4.4 Learning to Spell Correctly

The ability to spell is surely needed by children in order to carry on their school work
sucdessfully and as a preparation for their later study and for their adult life.
All klementary scllools should glve attention to spelling. How well children learn to
spell depends primarily upon their attitude toward spelling. When an att~tudeof concern
for correct spelling has been developed, the children will make efforts to spell words
cor ectly. Therefore as at1 elementary teacher, your main goal in spelling teaching
f
shopld be to give your pupils both a consciousness of correct spelling and a spelling
coascience-a 'kind of compulsion for correct written expressioi~'.In the words of
Tomkinson, 'spellings are caught rather than taught' Attitudes may be Improved if
yo4 follow the practices given below:
i)

Having the children study only those words which testing has shown them to be
unable to spell. This implies a pretest before spelling instruction.

ii) Regarding spelling as something important for good cornnlunication. This regard
may be shown by your own correct spelling and your insistence upon correct
spelling of words in children's written work.
iii); Making chldren individually, and as a class: aware of their progress in learning
spelling. This means the keeping of progress charts so that each child may know
his md his class's achievement level.

iv) Teaching no more words in a given period tllal a child can success full^^ learn to
spell. Repeated failures simply bring on more failures and frustration.
v) Making sure that the words the children are learn~ngto spell are words that are,
important to them in their own writing. You should make your students also aware
of the importance of these words by making them realise the frequency of their
use in the reading material and written work meant for students.
I

Spellings, it must be remembered, are more a matter of the eye than of the ear The
eye must get used to the details of a word and detect the mistake, if there is any. The
ability to detect a mistake by eye comes through familiarity, and fm~iliaritycomes
+ro~~gll
repeated association with words. You, as a teacher. shoi~ldcollect the conunon
rpistakes of your pupils a ~ inake
d then1 familiar with them by constantly writing tl~ern
dn the blackboard and making the pupils practise them in their notebooks. It is a good
practice to ask the students to write the mis-spelt words a number of times But,
icmember, never write a wrong spelling on the blackboard to inquire which of the
two spellings is correct. because the wrong spelling has as nmch chance of sticking m
40
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the menlory as the correct one. Every effort should be nude that correct habits of
.spellings are fornled and incorrect avoided.

Fig. 3.2: A Teacher is writing 'Parrot' on the Blackboard and the Children are also writing
in their Copies

3.4.5 Dictation as a Technique for Developing Writing Skills

I
I

i

Once upon a time. dictation was regarded as a means of improving the spellings of
the pupils. It nlay be true ofsome schools even now. But now, by and large, it is being
accepted that "dictation does not and cannot teach spelli~lgs". Dictation nowadays
has becn regarded as a technique to train pupils to listen carehlly, concentrate for the
time being and retain what is being spoken and reproduce it in good handwriting at a
reasonable speed. Listening to dictation demands concentration on the part of pupils.
Bcs~clesconcentration. it is an exercise in retention and writing neatly and legibly with
a good speed
In dictation. adopting the following procedure would be helpful:

I'

I

i)

Before dictating a passage, the main idea of the passage should be briefly
explained. If the passage is taken from their book, you should point out the story
or the lesson from which it is taken. This helps prepare the pupils' minds for
ivhat is coining.

ii)

Now read the passage once.

iii) Write the difficult words on the blackboard. Allow pupils to look carefully at
them for t ~ too three minutes before you rub them out. Tn case of classes 1 and
TI where. instead of a passage. vowels and consonants and words are to be
d~ctated.!.ou should write the letters and words'on the blackboard. Ask the
sti~dcntsto obsen c tlicn~carcfi~ll!, and. then remove then1 from the board and
d~ctatc.The ~ L I I ~ O IS
S Cto help them renlenlber the lcttcr fornlations.
iv) While dictating a passage ~ ' o ushould carefully group the words you are going to
speak at one time. These words should be neither too few nor too many in
number. he^ should be spoken once or at the most twice with spa11 children.
The habit of repeating them several times should be avoided. One purpose is to
train the children to.listen carefully.

I ) e \ 8 r l o p ~ ~ ~of
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~~t
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V) In the end, read the passagelwords once again so that any oinissions that there
migllt have been may be made good.

)

/

Check

\'OLI~-

1

Progress

Notes: a ) Wntc ?-our nnsni-r in thc space givcn belo\\

I

b)

2

1I

Comnparc your answer 11ith the one yvcn at !hc

L ! I ~(;I

Writc down four major ~ C T I I\ ~ I that
~ S arc meaut for tic\ clop~ll:!

ii)

..............................................................

....

$!!I

, $11111

!
j

i
\ < Il i l l l r ' iE.iI!b

1

I
b

. iv)

3.

..........................................

Wrltc down onc sentence each whel-c the ~ntcl-rogationi ! l t l r i , ,111d r i l ~II
exclamation nlark a ~ to
e bc uscd.

3.5 WRITTEN COMPOSITION
Writt$n coinpositionincludes paragraphing, story writing, conlprel~ension,essay writing,
letter-writing azd dialogue writing. When we talk about developing students' ability
for written composition, we essentially focus on their ability to write a paragraph or a
story? comprehend ideas, and write an essay, letter or dialogues in the elementary
grades. As such it is desirable that you should help your students to develop their
ability in all these areas of written composition. Of course, as in other activities, there
are linkages among the activities that are meant for developing students' ability for
'my type of written composition.

1

I
\

3.5.1 Paragraphing
In a paragraph, students are expected to write a few sentences which u:ould iiltroduce
the subject matter, theil the supportive details, i.e., more ideas or infonilation to be
written and finally a few sentences must be written to conclude the paragraph. You
can start paragraph writing by showing a picture to your students and asking them to
write a paragraph on the picture. Students call be asked to write paragraphs on
parents, friends and the class-teacher. In upper prinlary classes, children can be
asked to write paragraphs on the places they have seen. If you ever go with your
studeilts to any place on a trip or tour, ask thein to write a paragraph about the place
011 the spot. Some such activities are discussed below.

I

I
Activity 8

I

Ask your students to write a paragraph on the picture sho\w1 below:

I

Activity 9
Ask your students to write a paragraph about their mother, father, the postman, and
animals (e.g. the cow, the goat, the cat, pet dogs).

3.5.2 Story
A story essentially talks about a person, things, places, persoilalities etc. Students
may vary fro111one another in writing a story but there must be unity and order among
the paragraphs of the story written.

r

I

111 story writing, the students' previous knowledge plays a major role. Whenever we
write a story: we essentially think of our own knowledge and experience of the
particular story; then we select the ideas and put them in the form of a few paragraphs.
Hence, when you ask your students to write a story, check whether the topic ( on
which you have asked thein to write) is familiar to them. In the language learning
classesl our main focus is on the achievement of competence a11ong the learners. If
you have choseil a topic like "Village Life" for your students the11 those who have
come fro111 an urban background nlay not be able to depict a real picture of village life
in comparison to the students with a nlral background. Students who are able to write
inigllt have seen or read from books about village life. So, wllatever they have written,
you have to check whether they have come up with valid information about village
life and how they have inai~ltaiiledunity a ~ order
d
and how realistic their stories are.

3.5.3 Comp~-ehe~lsioo
of Written Material

I
II
r

Another aspect of coinposition coilcerns comprehension of something written. To
develop students' ability to coi~iprehenda given paragraph is one ofthe writing skills.
A comprche~isionexercise consists of a passage on which a few qilcstions are asked.
Comprehension exercises are desigilcd to assess students' ability to understand thc
content of a passage to infer inforlnatioil from the passage and to write the answers.

I)evclop~neetol' W ~ ~ l t hSkill
~g

I ) e v e l u ~ l l l e l l t 01' L a l l ~ u a g eSkills

Hence it is a common activity for developing both reading and writing skills In writing
comprehension: students essentially read the given passage and then answer. It is of
equal importance to both the skills of reading and writing skills.

I

Studentsin these type of activities generally copy the lines or statements as it is from
the given passage. But once they are able to make out the meaning from a text it will
not be a problem for them to write the answers on their own instead of simply copying
from the passage. Encourage your students to answer in their own words.
Before you start with written conlprehension exercises anlong your students: check
whether they are able to:
i)

condtruct grammatical sentences;

ii) put punctuation marks in the appropriate place;
' 4

iii) infei information or ideas from a text;
iv) write answers on their own; and
v) write answers in their own language (they must not copy the language written in
the passage or text).
You are well aware with the comprehension exercises at the elementary grade. What
we do in coniprehension activities is we generally select a few interesting passages
and ask Gtudents to read them one by one and write answers to the questions. We
also con$ider the complexity level of the text in comparison with the level of the
students. At the elementary level you should select those passages which are very
easy to understand as well as familiar to the students. Initially you should start by
giving simple texts to read and asking students to answer questions related to "who"
"when", "what" and "where"
We have discussed an activity below for written comprehension, where you have to
see the differences in terms of answers.
Activity 10
Ask students to read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:
Passage
"Amar iaw a snake on the road while he was going to school. He was about
to reach market. Oh! "This snake is coming towards me and it is a wild
cobra", h m a r thought. He turned back and started running. Mohammed was
coming with his bullock-cart loaded with sand from the Salandi river. "Hey,
Amar! why are you running?"
Mohammed asked, "There is a snake running behind me, I am afraid of it",
Amar replied.
"Come yp and sit on my cart; I will help you reach your school," Mohammed
said. Aniar was late in reaching the school that day.
Set A
4.1 JVha saw the snake'?
4 . 2 Whz$ did Amar see on the road'?
4 . 3 Who was coming in his bullock-cart'?
4 . 4 Whak is the name of the river'?
4 . 5 Wh* is the nane of the snake'?
dl
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Set B
Q.l Why was hnar late in reaching school that day?

How did Mohammed help Amar reach school?

What did Anlar do when he saw a snake on the road?

4

Students' answer on both sets of questions will definitely vary. And it is much easier
for the students to answer set-A questions because these questions do not demand
long answers like Set-B questions.
3.5.4 Essay

,I

*

Essay writing is also a written composition activity where students are to express
their personal ideas and opinions on a given topic.

As we have discussed earlier the skills are interrelated. You can guess this from the
fact that those students who cannot write a paragraph will not be able to write an
essay.
Developing students' ability to write an essay emphasizes first of all their thinking
ability. How well do your students think, how well they recall the related pieces of
information, and how well do they organise their thoughts and information and express
them are some of the aspects to be given importance while guiding your students to
write an essay on a given topic.

At the primary stage, when you select topics on which you expect your students to
write an essay, you must be sure that the topic is :
i)

known or familiar to the students;

ii)

related to their colrunon life experiences;

iii) being seen, observed, or felt by the students;
iv) being read somewhere; and
v) interesting for students.

3.5.5 Letter
By and large all of us agree that the most important written language activity anyone
of us engages in is letter-writing. At some time or the other everyone needs to write
infornlal or fonnal letters. You, as a teacher, 111~tstteach your students how to write a
letter. Initially they are to be taught how to write a letter to a friend, the parents, the
teachers, the relatives etc. Later on they may be given training in writing formal
letters.

A letter can be written in various ways, but there are some standard norms
basis of which we can say it is a letter. These norins are discussed below:
i)

011 the

Writing the Heading

The Heading of a letter provides the informatioil almost " the place" and "the date".
Heading is generally written at the top right corner of the paper. It sho~~ld
be well
punctr~ated:so that the reader call understand the address. A written format of a
heading is given below:
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Dr. Neha Mathllr

B-35, Kailash Colony
New Dell~i-1 10048.

September 17, 1997

Dear Prof. Gautan,
This is to infom~you that a meeting is being convened on September 28, 1997
at 1 1.30 a.m. to finalise the format of Self-InstructionalMaterial for distance learners.
The venue will be the Conference Room. It is therefore requested to confirm your
participation in this meeting.
With regards
Yours sincerely,

(Neha Mathur)
Prof. Y. S. Gautam
A-99, Azad Apartments
I.I.T. Gate
New pelhi.

ii) Row to Address
When we write a letter to somebody we must call h i d e r "somethii~g"in a written
fornl.
a) Letters to family members should be addressed like
a

Dear Father/My dear Father

a

Dear MotherIMy dear Mother

a

Dear Uncle

b) Letters to your fnend should be addressed like
a

Dear Madhu

a

Dear Shri Mohan

a

Dear ShriDas
Dear Padmini

a
I

c) Letters to teachers a

Dear Sir

iii) Hdw to End a letter
A lettermust not be ended just by writing the writer's name, rather it should be ended
in one df the following manners:
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a

Yoqrs affectionately (to parents and elder relatives)

a

Y o u affectionate friend, Your sincere friend'

a

Yours tn~ly,Truly Yours, Yours very truly

a

Yours sincerely. Sincerely yours

a

Yodrs faithfully.

3.5.6 Dialogue
A dialogue ineans talk between two persons. At the priinary stage, students should
be guided to practise dialogue writing because it is one of the interesting strategies to
develop written conlposition capability. You can help your students write dialogues on
the basis of some such activities.
Activity 11
Ask students to rewrite the following sentences.
a) Mother said, "Drink the m i l k ,
b) Father said, "Do not jump like that"
c) Hari said, "My father is at Bangalore"
Activity 12
Ask students to write the following instructions by adding "Teacher said" at the
beginning. For example: Teacher said, "Keep your houseclean".
a) Keep your dress clean.
Keep your teeth clean.

b)

c) Cross the road safely.
d) Do not laugh at blind people.
Activity 13
Ask two students to stand m front of the whole class and prompt them to say the
following diaIogues. At the end ask your stu'dents to write the statements made by
both of them.
A Dialogue
Rall~11~-

I

I
5

Hello, Pooja! Where are you coming from?

Pooja

-

Hello, Rahul ! I'm getting back from market.

Rahul

-

What's that Pooja!

Pooja

-

Where'?

Rahul

-

In your left hand.

-

Oh! It's a pencil.

I

Pooja
-

/

(.llrci. \.our Progress

I

No t e r : a )

b)

t

II
1I

I

Writc your answer in the space given below.
(.:on-~pa~-c
your answer with the one given at the end of this unit.

\ \ !xtc t??i.~rt:lpjc; i:n~~diichYOU nlay ask your students to write stories.
.i

,'*

.........................................................................................................

11 !

.................................................
.
.
.
.
................................................

..

I'!!

.......................................................................................................

........................................................................................................
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3,6 CORRECTION WORK AND EVALUATION
The correction of written work is a major problem that a teacher faces. Being a
teacher you cannot avoid it, rather you should try to check as much as you can. Some
of the solutions have been discussed below:

r

One solution would be to ask the learners to exchange note-books. This would
serve very well, where the exercise requires something like filling in the blanks,
dictation or a spelling exercise, or is based on usage.

i)

ii) The learneis can work in groups. Cooperative activity with guidance from the
teacher encourages students to do their best. The weaker learners are assisted
by their more advanced colleagues. There are also fewer note books to be
corrected.
iii) Free conlposition and letter writing require individual correction, but the anlount
I of correction work required will be significantly reduced if these are introduced
, to them in a phased manner and are preceded by oral work.
I

iv) All written work whether guided or free lllust be preceded by oral drilling. This
will help the writer to be clear in his mind about what he wants to write and how
he is going to arrange his matter.
I

Traditional or routine methods of evaluatioil take a great deal of time and, as a result,
teachers are hesitant to assign written work. This of course only compounds the
problem, because no one can learn to write without writing.
b

There are, however, certain ways in which correction of written work can not oilly
be siinplified but made more effective.
Our primary focus in evaluating written work should NOT be the detection and
correction of errors alone. Of course mistakes should not be ignored entireljr, but
if we point out how a piece of writing is defective, we should also point out
where the writer has been successful.
In a real life situation, even good writers exanline, evaluate and improve their
own written work. It is importwt, therefore, to train students to identify and
correct their own mistakes. It is also helpful to make students work in groups or
pairs, so that they can discuss whM they are writing.
Students can be trained to diagnose and correct their own mistakes by gradual
stages. To help them, the teacher cbn follow this procedure.
I

a) Underline the mistake and menhon what it is.
b)

I
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Underline the mistake and let them work out what is wrong.

c) Mention in the margin that there is a mistake but do not point it out.
d) Put a cross in t l ~ emargin for each mistake.

d

4

1

I
1

You should?however, correct the mistakes that the students cannot correct for
themselves.
e

A mistake should not only be corrected but explained also. Explain a i~ustake.

e

Use the mistake as a basis for remedial teaching.

Developll~el~t
of Writimg skill

Check h'our Progress
Notes :

Wr~teyour answer in the space given bclo\x
!)

6.

Compare your ails\\ferwith tl~conc gi\ a1 at tllc cnd of tl~rs1:r:ll

Co~:~l~lete
thc follow~ng~nconlpletestatelnellts Thc first oilc has bccn tlonc
for ou as an esamplc

i)

.:\ilthough correction of written work i s a lnqjor problu~n.it must not be
:vvoided.

ii)

One solution \vo~lldbe to ask learners ...............

........................................................................................................

iii) R..can~crscan work in groups where ..................................................

i\r)

1'1.eecomposition and letter-writing are to bc introduced in a phascd
117iiliner to ....................
.
.................................................................

v)

A,ll written work whether guided or free n~ustbc ..............................

........................................................................................................

J ) I'r;.~ditional
or routine 111ethods of evalaation ........................................

.........................................................................................................

vii) 0 1 1 rpriimary focus 111 evaluating written work should not be .................

3.7 LET US SUM UP
We have discussed, in brief, the importance of writing skills and writing readiness,
different activities for developing writing skills, written composition, and correction
work and evaluation m writing at elementary grade. While discussing different activities
for developing writing skills among the elementary grade students, activities that are
legible handwriting, learning to spell correctly and use of dictation were discussed.
Under written conpsition activities on paragraph-writing, story-writing, essay-writing
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have also been discussed. Being a teacher, how you can solke your day-to-day
problem of correcting students written work had also been attended to by giving
some sol~~tions.

3.8 UNIT-END EXERCISES
1. What do you mean by writing readiness'?
2.

Why is it important to teach the writing skills'?

3. What activities you should conduct among the students for developing writing
skills'?
4.

Wlat guidance will you give learners in Class 1V; \vho are writing a psragraph
on "My Summer Holidays"?

5.

How can you help students develop written conlposition4?

6. Write down the ways on which you make correction work?

ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. (i)
2,

b.

(ii)

a.

(iii)

c.

(iv)

a.

i)

Learning to write letters.

ii)

Developing neat and legible l~and~vriting

iii) Learning to spell correctly
iv) Mechanical elements of writing.
3.

Interrogation mark -

i)

What is your name'?

ii)

Where are you going'?

Exclamatioi~mark i)

What a love1y day!

ii)

Hurray! We have won the match

4.

i)

Faithfulness ii) Herdwork iii) Equalit), iv) Unit)

5.

i)

(x):

ii)

(4)

iii)

(4)

iv)

6. ii) to exchange their note book.

ii)

we'aker learners are to be assisted by their Illore advanced collea~ues

iv) reduce the burden of individual correction.

v) preceded by oral drilling.
vi) take a great deal of time.
vii) detection and correction of errors alone.

